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ABSTRACT: - Considering that a MANET has 

no infrastructure and it's multi hop in nature, each 

node acts as a router. The nodes are relocating 

arbitrarily, and the topology of the network is 

dynamic.  Routing poses a number of problems in 

MANET considering that mobility explanations 

radio links to interrupt on the whole [1]. When any 

link or route breaks, this direction desires to be both 

repaired by using finding an additional hyperlink if 

any and changed with a newly found route. This 

rerouting operation cost the radio resource and 

battery vigour even as rerouting prolong may have 

an impact on great of provider (QoS) for purposes 

and degrade the community performance. 

In practice, some routes get congested, at the 

same time different routes stay underutilized. This 

outcome in bad performance of mobile advert hoc 

networks. For that reason, the necessity for 

balancing the weight distribution among quite a lot 

of routes becomes more important. On this paper, 

an try and increase the community performance is 

made utilizing the multi agent centered load 

balancing algorithm. Moreover through the 

simulation, it is proven that the proposed modified 

AODV protocol can participate in higher than the 

traditional AODV. Additionally, the effect of 

interface queue size and hyperlink high-quality on  

 

 

normalized routing load, common 

throughput and common end to finish extend are 

determined. 

Keywords: - Quality of Service, Multi Agent, 

Load Balancing, MANET. 

 

1. INTRODUCTION 
 The designated traits of an ad Hoc network 

differentiate it from other classes of networks. The 

mobile gadgets are related by means of wi-fi links 

that may have several results corresponding to 

fading, environmental, boundaries, and many 

others. The gadgets used to type an ad Hoc 

community possess restrained transmission variety; 

as a result, the routes between a supply and a 

destination are generally multi hop. As there are not 

any separate routers, nodes which can be a part of 

the network have to cooperate with every different 

for relaying packets of 1 another toward their 

excellent locations as they don't have primary 

administration, it's convenient to install and 

broaden. 

Further it is effortless and raises 

productiveness. Because the nodes in the 

community is cell, the topology of community 

alterations unpredictably. As a consequence it's 

difficult to generate direction between two nodes. 

The essential problems of ad Hoc network are 
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challenges in routing due to dynamic network 

topology and delivering steady best of provider in 

wi-fi nodes [1]. 

 A principal task within the design of advert 

hoc networks is the progress of effective routing 

protocols that may furnish high-quality verbal 

exchange between two cell nodes. Numerous 

routing protocols had been developed for advert hoc 

mobile networks. These protocols could normally 

be categorized as table-pushed and on-demand 

routing. Table pushed routing protocols are [1, 2] 

try to preserve up to date routing expertise of every 

node.  

Such protocols, and even though a route to every 

different node is continually available, incur vast 

signaling traffic and strength intake. Since each 

bandwidth and battery electricity are scarce assets 

in mobile computer systems, this will become a 

extreme hindrance to table-pushed routing 

protocols. On the opposite hand, on-demand routing 

protocols [6, 7] conquer this challenge. This kind of 

routing protocols does now not hold routing 

statistics at each node, however create routes only 

whilst desired by means of the source node. When a 

source has a packet to transmit, it invokes a route 

discovery mechanism to locate the route to the 

destination. The direction stays valid till the 

destination is handy or till the route is not needed. 

In truth, on demand routing is dominating the 

tendency for wireless ad hoc verbal exchange. 

Figure 1 represents the ad hoc community, right 

here first connection will set up in between sender S 

and destination D then switch records through 

intermediate nodes. 
 

 
Fig 1: - Ad Hoc Network Design 

 

  It has been long believed that the 

performance of ad hoc networks routing protocols is 

more desirable while nodal mobility is reduced. 

This is real while considering overall performance 

measures together with packet transport fraction and 

routing overhead. 

 

2. LITERATURE REVIEW 
  Mobile Ad-hoc networks have a excessive-

powered dynamic topology due to the fact the nodes 

are extraordinarily mobility, inadequate of wireless 

medium, restrained power of a node, and many 

others. In this dynamic surroundings updating the 

routing desk of each node during the conversation is 

playing a very important position in terms of 

providing an highest quality direction according to 

the contemporary trade of topology [1]. Routing in 

MANET is difficult task due to no valuable 

coordinator compared to different wi-fi structure in 

which base station or fixed routers manage routing 

selections [2]. For green routing, the MANET 

routing protocol must offer much less packet Loss 

Ratio, excessive packet delivery ratio, much less 

routing overhead, less stop-to-quit delay, Minimum 

hop, less electricity intake per packet, less Jitter. So 

it's far essential to balance a majority of these 

objectives however it's far quiet now not viable. For 

the optimization of the said goals, the meta-

heuristics method ACO is extra dependable than 

different routing algorithm in MANETs. 

A Vanaja & Jeevan Pinto, “A Study of an 

Ant Colony Based Routing Algorithms for Manet 

(2017)”, proposes, Mobile Ad-Hoc community 

(MANET) is a punch of mobile nodes which 

collaborate with every other for multi-hop verbal 

exchange in a infrastructure much less environment. 

In MANET routing is hard venture due to diverse 

characteristic of a community including dynamic 

topology, multipath, link excellent, overall 

performance metrics, and cargo balancing 

parameters between the nodes. Nature –inspired 

routing algorithms-swarm Intelligence which 

include Ant Colony Optimization (ACO) were 

supplied a appropriate method for growing new 

routing algorithms for MANET. ACO technique is 

based on foraging conduct of ant in real life. In 

current days many routing algorithms have been 

evolved based totally on Ant Colony Optimization 
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to remedy the a couple of troubles in Quality of 

provider routing in MANET 

M. F. Afriansyah, M Somantri, and M A 

Riyadi, “Model of load balancing using reliable 

algorithm with multiagent System (2017)”, 

proposes, Massive era development is linear with 

the boom of net customers which growth network 

traffic interest. It also increases load of the gadget. 

The utilization of reliable set of rules and cell agent 

in distributed load balancing is a viable answer to 

address the load issue on a large-scale machine. 

Mobile agent works to accumulate aid records and 

might migrate consistent with given undertaking. 

We advise reliable load balancing algorithm using 

least time first byte (LFB) combined with facts from 

the mobile agent. 

Vandna Rani Verma, D.P. Sharma and 

C.S. Lamba, “Expansion in Quality of Service of 

MANET during Route Determination phase By 

Mobile Software Agent Approach (2018)”, 

proposes, MANET has emerge as confronting 

because of its dynamics nature, node mobility, aid 

constraint, no constant infrastructure makes a 

challenging undertaking to locate route supply node 

to goal node Taking vital a couple of parameters 

collectively for locating the path is also a 

assignment in such surroundings. Mobile Agent 

technology is the precise solution with increase 

routing overall performance for such surroundings 

with reduce community site visitors and maintain 

load balancing. This Research paper provides 

routing model thinking about multi-objective QoS 

parameters with the convergence of cell agent. 

Proposed routing version is higher on the premise of 

QOS metrices in contrast of traditional hop via hop 

AODV routing protocol on the premise of path 

price , path distance, path hop metrices also effect 

of node function on those QOS metrices for finding 

the path is likewise measured . 

Swapna Priya Jaladi, “Ant Colony 

Optimization Based Routing to Improve QoS in 

MANETs (2015)”, proposes, for routing in 

MANETs, the complexity increases due to various 

characteristics like dynamic topology, time varying 

Quality of Service (QoS) requirements, limited 

resources and energy etc. QoS routing plays an 

important role for providing QoS in mobile ad hoc 

networks. The greatest challenge in this type of 

networks is to find a path between the 

communication end points satisfying user’s QoS 

requirement. Intelligent routing such as ant colony 

optimization (ACO) algorithms have shown to be a 

good technique for developing routing algorithms 

for MANETs. 

Mahdi Abdulkader Salem and  Raghav 

Yadav, “Efficient Load Balancing Routing 

Technique for Mobile Ad Hoc Networks (2016)”, 

proposes, The communique in MANET is 

completed by means of routing protocols. There are 

distinct classes of routing protocols brought with 

specific desires and targets for MANETs consisting 

of proactive routing protocols (e.g. DSDV), reactive 

routing protocols (e.g. ADOV), geographic routing 

protocols (e.g. GRP), hybrid routing protocols and 

many others. There are critical research issues with 

such routing protocols to address including efficient 

load balancing and power performance. Inefficient 

load balancing approach outcomes in growing 

routing overhead, terrible packet shipping ratio, and 

other Quality of Service (QoS) parameters. In 

literature, there are a number of one of a kind 

strategies proposed for enhancing the performance 

of routing protocols by means of green load 

balancing amongst mobile nodes verbal exchange. 

However, maximum of the techniques be afflicted 

by various limitations. 

 

3. EXISTING METHODOLOGY AND 

DIFFICULTIES 
Existing routing protocols for Mobile Ad Hoc 

Networks (MANETs) can be either primarily based 

on unmarried-route or more than one paths 

mechanisms. In a unmarried route routing, there is a 

committed route between the supply and the 

vacation spot, in which the packet header consists 

of the complete direction with all hops’ facts until 

the vacation spot is reached. On the alternative 

hand, multipath routing schemes build a couple of 

paths from a supply to a destination, and therefore, 

can achieve higher performance, and might solve a 
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number of the unmarried direction performance 

issues together with scalability, protection and 

network lifetime through the usage of opportunity 

paths [1-3]. 

InfiniBand (IB) mechanism turned into 

brought to offer a high overall performance 

computing with QoS and load balancing as center 

capabilities. IB is a centralized network model 

which combines managers and retailers 

collaborating to offer the best community overall 

performance that everyday Internet protocols can 

not reach. By adapting the IB multipath (Pathbits) 

with Virtual Lanes (VLs) the network overall 

performance may be expanded. 
 

3.1. Existing Methodology 

InfiniBand has emerged as an appealing 

cloth for building big virtualized compute clouds, 

supercomputing grids, clusters, and storage systems 

— where high bandwidth and occasional latency are 

key necessities. As an open wellknown, InfiniBand 

provides a compelling preference over proprietary 

interconnect technologies that rely on the 

fulfillment and innovation of a single seller. Similar 

to unmarried GbE and 10 GbE, InfiniBand 

represents a serial factor-to-factor full-duplex 

interconnect. The InfiniBand Architecture (IBA) is 

a brand new enterprise-trendy structure for server 

I/O and inter-server communique. It was advanced 

by using the InfiniBandSM Trade Association 

(IBTA) to provide the degrees of reliability, 

availability, performance, and scalability necessary 

for present and future server systems, stages notably 

higher than may be done with bus-oriented I/O 

systems. 

InfiniBand is supported by way of all of the 

main OEM server companies as a way to make 

bigger beyond and create the next era I/O 

interconnect wellknown in servers. For the first 

time, a high extent, enterprise widespread I/O 

interconnect extends the position of conventional 

“inside the field” busses. InfiniBand is particular in 

imparting both, an “in the field” backplane answer, 

an external interconnect, and “Bandwidth Out of the 

container”, for this reason it offers connectivity in a 

manner previously reserved handiest for classic 

networking interconnects. InfiniBand Elements: 

The InfiniBand structure defines more than one 

gadgets for machine communication: a channel 

adapter, transfer, router, and a subnet manager. 

Within a subnet, there ought to be at least one 

channel adapter for every end node and a subnet 

manager to installation and preserve the hyperlink. 

All channel adapters and switches have to comprise 

a Subnet Management Agent (SMA) required for 

dealing with verbal exchange with the subnet 

supervisor. 

The Disadvantages of the Existing methodology 

are as follows,  

 Cannot capture Flow Control Packets (FCP) 

 Packets may get lost if the data rate is high, 

e.g. FDR (56Gbits/s) 

 Works only on Mellanox HCAs – Doesn’t 

work between switches because it is 

software running on nodes 

 Max capture size depends on the available 

host RAM or Disk space  

 Inaccurate packet timestamps (in 

microsecond) 

 

4. PROPOSED METHODOLOGY AND 

ITS CONTRIBUTIONS 
Multi agent Ant primarily based routing 

Algorithm: - Multi agent Ant based routing 

Algorithm bureaucracy a hybrid of each ant based 

totally routing and Multi agent structures approach 

to triumph over some of their inherent drawbacks. 

The hybrid approach enhances the node 

connectivity and decreases the give up-to-end delay 

and route discovery latency. Route status quo in 

conventional ant based routing strategies is 

depending on the ants traveling the node and 

offering it with routes.  

If a node needs to send facts packets to a 

destination for which it does now not have a fresh 

sufficient direction, it's going to ought to keep the 

data packets in its send buffer till an ant arrives and 

gives it with a path to that destination. Also, in ant 

routing algorithms applied thus far there's no nearby 

connectivity protection as in AODV. Hence whilst a 

number of data packets being dropped. AODV then 
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again takes too much time for connection status quo 

due to the put off within the route discovery 

technique whereas in ant based routing if a node has 

a route to a destination it simply begins sending the 

facts packets with none delay. This lengthy put off 

in AODV earlier than the actual connection is 

hooked up might not be relevant in real-time 

communication applications. 

It uses conventional routing tables, one entry 

in line with destination. Route Request (RREQ), 

Route Replies (RREP), and Route Error (RERR) are 

the message types defined via AODV. These 

message types are acquired thru User Datagram 

Protocol (UDP), and regular IP header processing 

applies. We have to provide QoS and cargo 

balancing capabilities we add extensions and a QoS 

flag (one bit of the reserved bits is used) to the 

RREQ and RREP messages. The period of every 

extension is sixteen bits. A node receiving a RREQ 

could replace Cost discipline and Delay area (if 

there's put off constraints) earlier than rebroadcast 

the RREQ. In case of having multiple routes, the 

originator of a RREQ will choose the direction with 

the minimum value (but pleasing QoS requirements 

if any) to permit load balancing. 

When a route to a brand new vacation spot 

with QoS is needed, the node has to broadcast a 

brand new RREQ message, with QoS flag set to 

one, Delay subject set to the maximum delay bound, 

and Cost subject set to 0. If, after established order 

of such a path, any node along the route detects that 

the requested QoS parameters can no longer be 

maintained or the path itself is not available 

anymore, that node originates a RERR message 

back to the node which had in the beginning asked 

the now unavailable QoS parameters. 
 

4.1. Module Description 

 In Ant based course discovery, the 

transmission put off of each hyperlink, processing 

delay at each node, the to be had bandwidth ability 

of every hyperlink, and the wide variety of hops 

visited are accumulated through the ant retailers to 

estimate the path preference opportunity. Then the 

course with better desire chance is mounted. 

The following set of core properties characterizes 

ACO circumstances for routing issues: 

1. Providing traffic-adaptive and multipath routing. 

2. Relying on each passive and active expertise 

monitoring and gathering. 

3. Utilizing stochastic add-ons. 

4. Not enabling nearby estimates to have global 

affect, 

5. Setting up paths in a less egocentric method than 

in pure shortest route schemes favoring load 

balancing. 

6. Displaying restricted sensitivity to parameter 

settings. 

The route from source node to destination 

node changes in the MANET considering that it 

contains cell nodes. Detection of dynamic topology, 

iteration of path between nodes and dealing with 

route failures are carried out with the aid of the 

routing algorithm. It has three phases. 

 

 
Fig 2: - Proposed Approach Modules 

 

The proposed approach consist of following 

set of modules, such as,  

Module 1: Routing protocols Evaluation. 

Module 2: Comparative for QoS Efficiency  

                  Routing Protocol. 

Module 3: Energy Efficiency and QoS Efficiency  

                 Routing Protocol. 
 

When the statistics transmission is going on, the 

trails are strengthened positively making it greater 

appropriate for similarly choice. Also whilst session 

goes on, the weight on the chosen path may also 

growth causing more put off and much less to be 

had bandwidth; Nodes might have moved causing 

link failures. In such case, the direction choice 

possibility will routinely decrease and therefore 

change routes may be used which can be discovered 

at some point of direction discovery phase. The 
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trade routes are also periodically checked for their 

validity even though they may be no longer 

presently used. 
 

5. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 
 The proposed algorithm is an adaptive 

routing algorithm. So, it's far appropriate for the 

network in which node mobility is higher and no 

centralized control exists. This algorithm unearths 

more than one paths between source and the 

destination. Again, ACO continually now not find 

shortest course, as an alternative on the time of 

course installation it additionally sorted the QoS 

requirements and for this, link best is improved. Use 

of multi path routing additionally will increase the 

packet delivery ratio, decreases the packet loss 

charge. It additionally utilizes the bandwidth well 

and for this, throughput and community balance or 

lifetime boom. This proposed set of rules’s layout is 

aimed toward minimizing the mixture bandwidth by 

means of minimizing the manage packets. It 

additionally minimizes the conversation overhead 

with the aid of localizing algorithmic reaction to 

topological modifications. 
 

i) Energy Consumption 

The energy consumption for the entire 

network is including transmission and processing 

energy consumption for both the data and control 

packets. 
 

 
Fig 3: - Comparison of Energy Consumption 

 

The proposed Novel load balancing 

approach of Energy consumption is decreased when 

compared with the existing protocols. 
 

ii) Packet Delivery Ratio 

The ratio between the, number of received 

data packets to the number of total data packets sent 

by the source.                     
 

 

Fig 4: - Comparison of Packet Delivery Ratio 
 

The proposed Novel Load Balancing 

approach of packet delivery ratio is increased when 

compared with the existing protocols. 

 

6. CONCLUSIONS 
 Most of the preceding routing solutions for 

MANET simplest cope with the quality-effort 

information site visitors to provide shortest path 

routing and reaching a excessive diploma of 

availability in a dynamic surroundings where the 

community topology changes quickly. QoS routing 

and cargo balancing features are not supported. This 

paper contributes in two areas. First, reporting 

adjustments to a well-known and green on-demand 

MANET protocol, specifically the AODV routing 

protocol. The paper proposes some upgrades to the 

AODV protocol to provide QoS and cargo 

balancing capabilities with the aid of including 

extensions to the messages used for the duration of 

path discovery. The first extension (Delay 

discipline) specifies the service necessities, which 

must be met via nodes rebroadcast a Route Request 

or returning a Route Reply for a destination. The 
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following two overall performance metrics are used 

to evaluate the performance of the protocols: (a) 

electricity consumption, (b) packet shipping 

fraction. 

The proposed protocol plays well in 

supporting the QoS feature. It has high overall 

performance for low network hundreds (low 

number of resources) by way of pleasing the QoS 

requirements with an average quit-to-quit delay 

almost half the postpone required, in this case 

packet shipping fraction and normalized routing 

load are corresponding to the authentic AODV 

protocol. 
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